CAMPSMOUNT
11th January 2021

Dear Parent,
Following on from our focus on the trust values this term, there has been a particular emphasis
on ensuring our students are prepared for learning and embedding the routines around the
academy. This ensures our students are safe, and establishes a consistent approach across the
academy.
As discussed in my last communication, respect is a common and important thread that runs
through everything we do and is an expectation for all.
Our students are welcomed and greeted at the school gates every day with positive and
respectful conversations. It is an opportunity to support the students with our expectations at
the start of the day. This includes a visual check of uniform and ensuring they are prepared for
learning. This dialogue is a positive and proactive measure and is an opportunity for students
to ask for help, should they require, to resolve any issues. This also reduces any loss of learning
time further into the school day.
We are currently over communicating the routines for the start and end of lessons and our
values linked to respect. This is a very short presentation at the start of the lessons and will
only be shared with students until the 14th January.
We are continuing to encourage the students to fully utilise their learning time by using the
toilets during social time and in-between lessons. Please be reassured that there is a system in
place for the exceptional few that are required to go during learning time.
It is important that there is effective communication between home and the academy and I
want all parents to feel that we are approachable and that you can discuss any feedback or
concerns. The next parent forum is scheduled for Wednesday 19 th January from 4.30pm5.30pm, the meeting will take place face to face with social distancing and Covid measures in
place. This is a great opportunity to discuss any issues further, if you would be interested in
attending please email heads.pa@campsmount.com by Monday 17th January. Alternatively,
please do not hesitate to contact me directly via the same email address.
In summary, thank you for supporting our students to be respectful, prepared and safe.
Kind regards,

Elizabeth Browne
Principal
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